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Students Write Daley About New Board
High School Students Want Seat on New School Board
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The Chicago Student Alliance will hand Mayor Richard Daley
student letters on June 15 that urge the mayor to include a high
school student on the new five-member Chicago Public School
board.
No one has yet been appointed to the so-called "Super Board."
Student Alliance is a national group with Chicago members
who consist of the presidents of the Student Councils of local
high schools. The Alliance is promoting a letter writing campaign
called "Add Our Voice!" as an appeal to include a youth voice on
the board.
"We want to be participants in our education rather than simply
recipients of an education," said Nathaniel Branscomb, president
of the Student Alliance and a Hyde Park senior.
Philip Bleicher, executive director of the Student Alliance, said,
"The consumers of Chicago Public Schools need to be represented, and we hope Mayor Daley will see the merit in appointing
a student to serve on the Super Board."
The old school board , dismantled this past year by state lawmakers, consisted of student representative with no power to
vote on issues. The Alliance is pushing for a student with "full
voting power."
For more information on how you can become involved in the
Student Alliance, call (312) 281-0076.
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The following is an excerpt from a speech
given at DuSable high school as part of Dr.
Martin Luther King's birthday celebration.
Van Williams, the speaker, won $1,000 for
performing this speech in a contest. New
Expression believes the message is appropriate introduction to our Salute to the
Class of 1995.
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)arab Braswell
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Nall. Honor Soctely;

Honor Roll student; FFA.

LaShanda Bussie
Battlton Cmdr
R O.T.C.. SLudcnt Coun~oll Prc,tdcnt

A COMPLlSH'\.U. :-o. T ' :

Brian Jackson
Donlsha Blanchard
Sludent Council, AfroAmerican Club, Drama Club, Show Choir.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

AC OMPLISIIMENTS: Prc~uJcn1 of the
Spans~h Cluh; one ol the Tup 20 sc mor~ .
Basketball & haschall playcs.

One of the greatest facts of life is that people ore known by the
way they act.
ladies, leYs soy that you' re geHing ready for a date. Your boyfriend (or whoever is taking you out) shows up at your doorstep.
Now this is a toll, 6 foot 6 inch brother with a decent haircut and
a deep (Barry White) like voice. He's weanng a brand new, tailor made Pierr Cardin suit and a trench coot He's got gold rings
on hts fingers and he's got Rowers for you in his hand. By his
appearance alone, you ore captivated.
You both decided to go to one of those fancy restaurants with a
French name (like Chez Jacques) where they gtve you bread and
a menu and a waiter is assigned to your table.
But at the restaurant, your date talks louder then everyone in
the place, he jumps all over the table and pulls off the waiter's
toupee. He acts like what some of us would like to call a "stone
fool"
When the date IS over, you're almost in tears when your best
friend calls and asks, "How did everything go? And the first
words out of your mouth are not about the way your dote looked
or dressed, the first thing you menhon 1s about the way he acted
I heard a young lady comment that all men are dogs· because they creep But my theory 1s that all me11 wouldn I be such
dogs, if people would stop setting out the Alpo,
My point 1s th1s: people are known and remembered by the
way they act
And I challenge you to think. Th1nk about what you want to be
remembered by
Do you want to be remembered as a thug2
Do you want to be remembered as a crook?
Do you want to be remembered as the one who got all the
booty-calls and yet couldn't do bosic algebra?
Again, think about what you want to be remembered by..
Understand if we are going to succeed as a people and if we
are going to make our dreams a reality than we need each other.
We will not excel as a people if all you know how to do is talk
about people.
We will not excel as a people 1f nobody cares about education.
We wdl not excel as a people if we are ashamed of our htslory
We will not excel as a people tf all you want to do is go out
and smoke bud
We wdl not excel as a people if we are afratd to dream
We will not excel as a people unless we decided to unite and
work for what IS nghtfully ours
I stopped by to tell you that you are somebody!
I slopped to tell you that you can be anything that you wont to
be
I stopped by to tell you that is seems l1ke you re ready to go
all the way to the top!
Don't be afraid to dream!
Don' t be afraid to try!
Don't be afraid to soy what you feel!
You have a right to be free!
Know yourself
Respect yourself
Judge yourself
Examine yourself
love yourself!
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Sophforlna English
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Club, Nat!. Honor
Society, Businesses Professionals of America,

Kaiti W. Estell

College Club.

~

Dolorita May
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Senior Class
President; All-American Scholar;
President of Principal Scholars;

Church Youth Group.
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Lalrlse Mclemore
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Yearbook Club,
Future Teachers of America Club,

Demetrlas McKinney
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: All City Chorus
member. Goals: To become a chief and a

Basket-ball Team.

Niota McDowell
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Student rep. on
Local School Council, First Place Essay
Winner in 1995 Principal Scholars Program;

President of Nat!. Honor Society.

singer.
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ENJOY
THE
Tenesha Sawyer

SheockiBooker
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: V.P. of senior class;
Citizen Award for Chicago Park District; High
Academic Honor for four years.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Nat!. Honor Society,
J.E.T.S., Swim Team, Nat!. Spanish Honor
Society.
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See

you
Next
Year

Angel Ciszewski
ACCOMPLI H lENT : Second Place tn
orthwe~tem mu ~ical

compcllllon:
Honor Roll, Played grandma Tz1etcl m
F1ddlcr on the Roof.
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Michael Mc.Royal
COMPLISHMENT :Student
l:Ouncll president: Junior
Achie\ement'<; Officer of the Year;
Rcc1p1enl of the Ch1cago Park
D1 trict's Jumor CIU1:en Award
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Triano Williams

Samantha Franks

'atl. Honor Society;
Semor Brothers Council; Lieutenant Colonel
m R.O.T.C.; Student Council member.
ACCOMPLISHME:-IT :

Hadyajones

ACCO'\fPLL 11 '\t[o.~T : "<atl. Honors
StlCiety: Head of lUdcnt Council Dance
Committee, 4-ycar member of the -.chool
musical: Prcs1dem of the Thcspran Club.

:e

AC 0\tPLI IT\ IE'\T ': Cheerleader-4 year.,
rrench Club. hool 'ew paper. (Empchl
New~). Jumor Ach1e"emem.
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Rosie Love
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Nat I. Honor Socrcty,
Chicago Intern for Inroads, Ranks No. 5 in
class of 134; G.P.A. 4.09.

Marquita L. Geiger

Candac.e Hampton
CCOI\II'LISll IE. T .: or.ldu,lll\111 Comnllt-

A 'COM J> LISIIMI>.NTS: All American

Scholar: Vice-presrdcnt of Future Teac he r~ of
America. published wurk 111 the atl L1h1 .1ry
of Poetry

tcc. Yearhool.., BO\\ hng Team.

MORE SOUTHSIDE SENIORS ARE LOCATED
ON PAGE

8

OF THIS ISSUE.
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City Colleges of Chicago
''The Quality Choice''

Truman College

WYCC-TV Channel 20
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Rachel Dimas
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Student rep. on the Local
School Council; editor of the school newspaper, The
Dispatch; President of school's French Club.
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Charlette Smith

Adam Dassow

ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Girl's Bowling Team, Peers In
Power, Principal's Scholars.

ACCOMPUSHMfNTS: Golden Apple
Scholar of ill inois, Aspire, SAD.D.,
Future Teachers of Amenca Club.
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Angela Diaz
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Jones
reporter, tour guide, Jones, 10%
club, Library aide.
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Dalizy Serpa
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Four-year scholarship to
attend the University of Illinois at Chicago;
Battall ion Commander of school J.R.O .T.C.; President of Natl. Honor Society and Key Club.

Griceliea Maria Perez
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Aspire, Organization of
Latin American Students, International Dance Club,
Student Council.

M'Rald Nichole
Joshua

Ah, prom night!

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Next to graduation, it's the highlight of the year.
Here's asampling of
what some schools charged students for
and where they went.

Band, Practical Nursing
Program, Who's Who in
America, Honor Roll.

Heather Lindsay
Corman
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Natl. Honor Society, Swim
Team, Career Awareness
Program, Band.

School
Lincoln Park
Metro
Sullivan
Mather
Senn
Roosevelt

Tan
Argelia Chavez
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Academic Decathlon,
Junior Red Cross, Law
Explorers, Key Club.

Elisha Buckley

Schurz
Foreman
Prosser
Kelvyn Park
Clemente
Wells
Steinmetz
Lane
Von Steuben
Juarez
Farragut

Cost

$70
$70
$65-70
$50-60
$60
$60
$50
$55
$65
$50
$50
$30
$60
$45
$50
XX

$60
$50

Location
Palmer House
Mariott
Spirit of Chicago
Knickerbocker Hotel
Orrington Hotel
Chicago Hilton & Towers
Hyatt Regency Chicago
Spirit of Chicago
The Odyssey
Hyatt Regency O'Hare
Westin Hotel O'Hare
Palmer House
Hotel Intercontinental
Tivoli Banquet Hall
Mariott
Ramada Inn O'Hare
Mid-Continental Hotel
Hyatt Regency

Date
May2
May26
June2
June2
June2
May26
June 2
May 19
June2
May26
May28
May28
May28
May20
June 1
May 12
June 2

ACCOMPLISHM ENTS:
Track Team, Job Readiness Program, Senior
Prom Committee, Principal Scholars Program.
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Tracy Woods
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Band, Practical Nursing
Program, Who's Who in
America, Honor Roll .
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Alexandra Krull
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Student rep. on the Local School Council;
President of the No~. Honor Society; Placed 5th in the 1OO·yord
breast stroke at the City Championship Swim meet in 1995.

Jasantonio Hindman
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Perfect Attendonce·all 4 years, Cross
Country Team, Basketball Team, Track Team.
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Rita Lazar

(no photo)
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Student Council Key Club,
Natl. Honor Society, Yearbook.

Carrie Cebuls
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Works parHme at the
American Eagle clothing Store in the
l.mcolnwood Town Shoppmg Moll
' NorlhSide learning Center is a Chicogo Public
School lor young adults ages 15· 21 with
cognitive disobili~es

Sharon L. Callico
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Student rep. on the Local
School Council, Top 10 1n h s class, Honor Society
member, Modem Dance Club member

Patricia Ann Holmes
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: 3 0 G PA, Honor Roll,
member of Career Beginnings

Nelson Tiffany

Traci English
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: No~ Honor Society, AP
Scholar, School Orchestra, Geography Club.

Katherine Roselle Lo
Ramon Pagan
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Office Helper, Posses out h1s
school's doily Attendance Sheet, participates in the
Janitorial Work Program

ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Pres1dent of the Future
Busmesss Leaders of America, Vice Prcs1dent of the
Filipino Club, Notional Honor Soc1ety member,
Band section leader

Helen Ng
ACCOMPUSHMENTS: Notl Honor Soc1ety, lllmois
State Scholar, Asian American Club Varsity
Tennis Team

The Chicago Board of Education and the Illinois Decathlon Board (!LAD) closed the book
on the Steinmetz academic decathlon scandal long ago. finding the team members guilty
of cheating.
The cheating at Steinmetz Is a good case study In what can
go wrong when ambition. arrogance and the desire to win at
any cost gets out of control.
The real tragedy Is not that Steinmetz 's public image is
tainted. or even that. once again. the Chicago Public Schools
looked bad on the national stage. The genlune tragedy Is that
the school's Academic Decathlon coach. Jerry Plecki. failed
In his job as an Important role model to his team. and other
students at his school.
While Steinmetz is not known for its academics. their academic decathlon team this past year was made up of some
high acheivers.
Consider. They have all taken Advanced Placement (AP)
classes for college c redit. They all label themselves as "bookworms." while some brag about studying for hours on end.
Jolie Fitch. the team's co-captain. is graduating this year.
although she is only a junior. Team member Greg Nelson plans to study aerospace engineerIng. Senior Eric Kryisak. having taken AP Calculus as a junior. is now taking second-year Calculus at Wright College, receiving all As.
Along with being very bright. many members of the group are also very ambitious and
arrogant. At the second competition, the regional. Steinmetz scored modestly- 40.000 out of
a possible 51 .000 points. At the state meet. Steinmetz scored 49000 points out of the same
51000 possible. This tremendous jump in scores was unheard of before this year's State competition. since a jump of 3.000 to 4.000 points is considered phenomenal. Even in light of the
piles of this seemingly unshakable proof. they all c laim to be completely innocent of cheatIng. No one on the team admits using the stolen test.
We didn't cheat." team member Tom O'Donnell asserted. Other team members, like Nelson .
aren 't so sure. "I didn't cheat. but I'm not sure that other team members are as innocent as
lam."
As in any group, the power lies with the leaders. the most popular people in the group. In
this case. Fitch and co-captain Adam Pawlus led the team and may have known of and
planned the c heating with coach Plecki.
John Hahm. the coach of Kenwood Academy's academic decathlon team. which came
in third at the State meet. said. "I think it was the dangerous combination of the ambition of
the students, which made them vulnerable to the ruthlessness of their coach that caused this
tragedy.
Dr. Jerry Plecki. the coach. is by all accounts a very complex person. He taught English to
problem students In the JROTC program at Steinmetz. Fitch. who sat in on some of his classes
said. "he never liked teaching those classes and longed to teach oon the honors and AP
levels. He was never nice to them. "
Decahtlon was a completely different story. "Piecki ran a very tight ship. doing what he
thought would help the team win, " Maciej Rupar. a junior and team member. said. He "recommended" that the team not socialize with students who were not on the team and to
keep conversation about non-academic decathlon topics to a minimum. "Those tactics
really helped us win ." Rupar said.
Plecki resigned his job as an English teacher after a former team member accused him of
cheating in the 1994 competition. Plecki later admitted the cheating to Steinmetz principal
Constatine Kiamos. and resigned later that day, still maintaining there was no cheating this
year. although one team members says Plecki planned to have a student pose as a judge at
the State competition.
O 'Donnel has nothing but praise for Plecki. calling him a big brother to the team. somebody who was always there for them. " Piec~as a really great person . coach and motivator: O'Donnell says emphatically. Unfortunately, fellow team members Rupar and Nelson
don 't share O'Donnell's view. Rupar says he has mixed feelings about Plecki. saying he still
has some respect for him but Plecki "hasn't had any contact with us since he left. We feel kid
of abandoned." Nelson has the harshest words for Plecki. calling him a "fanatic who would
do anything to win.·
Despite this. Nelson agrees with O ' Donnell that outside school and Decathlon. away from
pressure. Plecki was a great perso n.·
In the media. Steinmetz' Academic Decathlon had been described as almost cult-like. a
characterization that some team members agree with ..
"I probably respected (Piecki) too much ." she said. "My parents think he had a lot of influence over me. and. looking back. I did what he asked me to because he was the person in
authority. I just got caught up in the atmosphere. It probably wasn 't too healthy, looking
back on it now:
Many team members agree that the team was very close. and that there was a very
strong bond. but not quite like a c ult. In fact. the students say they became. in many respects. a family. spending up to six hours a day together. And like a family, when they going
got tough, they looked to each other for support.
Heather MacDonald, Kenwood

go-anywhere dresses
at rices you'll love

Wil~i*UM#I
con:emporary clothing for women
2501 N. Clark
613 Dempster
Chicago
Evanston

Dressed For Success
Listen to this fashion statement:
a red jacket. white shirt and
khakis, all made by Timberlane,
and all provided for free. "It's
our uniform," says Tom Walsh,
Director of Public Relations for
City Year, "The clothes help City
Year to represent the ideals of
seNice in our physical appearance.N
City Year is a National
Youth SeNice Organization
which unites young people
ages 17- 23 from diverse backgrounds for a demanding year
of full-time Community SeNice
and leadership development.
City Year is winding-up it's first
year in Chicago, and the program has already proven that it
can make a difference by lending a helping hand In the community. Corps members, as
employees are called, do full
time community seNice such as
going into Chicago public
grade schools as Teachers
Aides. Renovating housing for
the homeless, turning vacant
lots into community gardens.
operating recreational
programs for Senior Citizens and running after
school programs. Fridays
are devoted to education,
reflection , and leadership
training.
"This program asks
people to do a lot," said
Walsh. But, there are
rewards. Corps members
receive a weekly stipend
of S 125 and upon graduating they are eligible for
up to $ 4.725 In post service awards for college
tuition, job training, or
other life changing opportunities. City Year also

offers GED classes for those who
need them.
"What's amazing about
this program is the diversity,"
said Walsh, "We have people
here who didn't finish high
school, and we have some
people who have degrees form
Northwestern. We also have
every race and ethnic group
represented, plus, our corps
members come from every
economic background.
Walsh admits there have
been problems along the way,
but, over the past year, City
N

Kareme Young .18 avs that he
joined City Year ' to gain monev
for college at the end of the vear "

Tiffany Chiang, 18 says that she ··
JOtned City Year to work with a
dtverse group of people while
learning about the social tssues the
society faces

Year has proven that diverse
people can work together.
Here's the best part,
RIGHT NOW, City Year is looking
for new corps members for next
year! If you 're interested , stop
by the City Year office 545 N.
Michigan (next to the
Timberlane store) and fill out an
applications. Or, call City Year's
admissions department at 464-

9899.
lekeishia Mcgee1 Harlan

Klmbcrly llolltnquest.20 sav that
she · JOtncd CitY Year because
G ED \h Th offerd and Ctt~ Year ha."
been a hands on expenence and I
liked worktng v.1th the chtldren '"

Da'1d Kaletta 20, abo tated that he
JOined Cit\ Year so that he couild
h<tve money for college

~:

MAJORS

"Education gives you
the opportunity to
pursue your dreams.
Choose Education.
believe me it's the best
choice you'ii ever maker
-

-

--

--- - --
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. ROBERT
MORRIS
COLLEGE
Founded 1913

-

PROGRAMS

• Business Management
• Diploma (In 10 Monltrs)
• Accounting
• Associate Degree
• Medical Assisting
(In 15 Months)
• Medical Records Technology • Bachelor's Degree
• Computer Systems
(In 3 years Of less)
Technician
• CAD/Drattlng
JOB PLACEMENT
• Graphic Arts
Chicago Campus
• Photography & Film Imaging • 95% of Diploma &
180 N LaSalle St Chlcogo,IL 666o1
Degree Grads secured
• Travel & Tourism
(312) 836-4608
starling positions last year
•
Computerized
Business
Orland Pork Campus
• Free Uletlme Placement
Systems
43 Orland Square. Orland Pork, IL 60462
(708) 460-BI.XX>
• Administrative Assistant

(800) 225-1520

Rob«# Moms Col,. Is a Private, Not-For-Profff Institution Accredited
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN &
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The a Commandments of College
"If thou desireth to enter into college, then keep these commandments."
1. Thou shall not lose sight of your main reason for going to college. If you find
several colleges that meet your most important requirments, then let other
preferences help you choose.
2. Thou shall not let others decide for you.
3. Thou shall not be passive, follwoing the lead of your friends.
4. Thou shall not apply to colleges if you don't really plan to attend, just to
make your parents proud of you or to impres your classmates.
5. Thou shall not be fooled into believing that the harder a college is to get
admitted to, the better it must be. Your task is to find the one that seems best
for you.
6. Thou shall not procrastinate.
7. Thou shall not avoid applying because you think you won't be accepted.

8. Thou shall expect to find one college that is perfect in every way-the one
and only best choice for you.

Adapted from the College Entrance Examination Board.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY A T&T
Chicago is known the
world over for it's
uniqueness. It is home to
the Sears tower Magnificent Mile, Marshall
Fields, and Frank Lloyd
Wright Architecture.
But it's also home to
one of the worlds bestknown examples of racism and segregation.
A person can walk
down the street in Chicago and witness dramatic changes in the
neighborhoods just
blocks away from each
other. In extreme cases,
the various ethnic
groups separate themselves by rail-road tracks
and busy streets.
Beginning this month,
New Expression is devoting an on-going column
to cover racial relations,
with an emphasis on

solutions. Funding for this selor for the Academic
column is provided by Center, said "the purAT&T.
pose of the program is to
On Chicago's South provide a cultural and inSide, Morgan Park High ternational experience
School is making an ef- for the students."
fort to improve race reHe estimates that a
lations among teens with couple hundred students
the help of two pro- are participating In the
grams.
program. One such stuFirst, the International dent is Jeanine A Davis,
Studies Program, cre- a senior student in the
ated by French teacher Morgan Park Academic
Ruth Lenzycki, is de- Center. She feels that the
signed to expose stu- Center has broadened
dents to different cul- her horizons.
tures and languages.
"In sixth grade, I didn 't
Second, the Academic know anybody but Black
Center, a special sev- kids," she said. "When I
enth and eighth-grade came to Morgan Park in
program, was made in the seventh grade , I met
an effort to expose Hispanic and Chinese
younger students to kids. Their ways of living
more
c hallenging are so much different
c lasses and to different than mine. Now that I'm
c ultures.
a senior In high school, I
Dr. Stanley Strom, coun- have a greater appre-

ciation for different cultures."
Carlos Spaulding, a
freshman at Morgan
Park, resides in the West
Side of the city. He was
supposed to attend his
area school Farragut. He
come to Morgan Park
through the International
Studies Program.
"Because of where I
live," he said, " I couldn't
go there, so my counselor got me in Morgan
Park."
At Morgan Park,
Spaulding feels that he is
safe.
"It's a good school," he
said. "And everybody
gets along. "
Ramirez Albizu, a junior
at Morgan Park, was supposed to attend Farragut
high school also. He was
afraid to start school

there because his area
and Farragut's area
house rival gangs.
But at Morgan Park,
"Nobody knows me ... it's
safe."
He added, "And they
don't fight because of
color or anything.·
Hispanics aren't the
only students who said
they benefit from the
program. Black students
like Dawne Washington,
benefit also.
"My cousins are like
'You got Mexican
friends?,' " said Washington, a senior at Morgan
Park. "But I don't look at
them like that. I think of
everybody as being the
same."
Adrienne P. Samuels,

Morgan Park

David Orr
Cook County Clerk

Saluates the Class of '95

Best Wishes!

Don't Forget:

Register and Vote!
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DARK FORCES
"Freeze rebel scum!" Ever wonder
what you'd do if on Jmperiol storm
trooper said these words to you?
Well if you're anything like me, you'd
level your phoser gun and blow him
away. Which brings us Dark Forces,
the newest Star Wars gunfight. You
ploy a rebel agent who is sent on
dangerous missions inside Imperial
fortress after fortress. It's a shoot
'em up walkabout wit~ too-cool, eerie
graphics and a real gunfight at the OK
Coral feeling. The detail of the Star
Wars scenery is great, and the bockground visuals ore fantastic. However, the maze type mopping of the
fortresses is only two-dimensional so
that when you're on one level, you
can't see any others. That makes the.
game more challenging or more frustrating depending on your level of
experience. The enemies show up with
startling rapidity and the pace of the
game is sure to send your heart-rote
through some changes. Plus, the
technologically enhanced, yet human
features of your character give this
game an "I con do this" feel. But, bE
warned, you'll need more than confidence to get through this one.

This is absolutely the year of the worm!
First, Earthworm Jim squirmed his way into our
hearts, now he's squirming his way into his first SegaCD
adventure: Earthworm Jim - Special Edition.
The game is based on the original 16-bit cart adventure, but has some incredibly awesome and ·hilarious
new animations, additions, and changes to the levels
you tho~g~t you knew. Don't be surprised if the ground
moves SIX 1nches further right in this version. This game
also has an all new level called BIG BRUTY and includes
BUrrYILLE, which was a level found only in the Genesis
cart. EWJ al~o ha~ new toys for blasting the bad guys,
such as hom1ng m1ssiles.
Call me psychic, but I know this game will be the
SegaCD game of the year - trust me. The control is perfection. The animations are smooth-flowing and crisp.
The gameplay is great and the acces~time is lightening
quick•. In fact, it's hard to notice anything wrong, because 1t's so much fun playing EWJ-SE. It takes whipping, and blasting to new heights!
EWJ will be worming his way onto broadcast TV,
too. Watch for Earthworm Jim in his own animated series on the WB network this fall - that's channel 9 in
Chicago. Also watch for the wormser in EWJ2 -coming
soon - and EWJ action figures. Busy Worm.

Mutant Mining Machines put the fun back into DOS,
the keyboard, and those expensive joysticks with
Descent. Blast! Blast! Blast space aliens with
Rockets! Rockets! Rockets! ... Ooops they're not
space aliens, they're self-regenerative mining craft,
hovering dangerously throughout an underground
mining operation. Somehow? Anyway, you are the
pilot of a specialized mine fighting machine and, the
best part, you hover weightlessly, too! Float
forwards and backwards, left and right, and up and
down - three-way rotation! And talk about easy ...
install, start, play space blaster .. I mean Descent.
Besides being a space blaster, the game challenges you to graphically and mnemonically (as in
remember) work your way through a maze,
blasting to the rising music. Oh, yeah, there's
always a few little human-type hostages in blue
space suits (in the mine) whom you get a bonus for
rescuing. But, don't get yourself blasted, or then
you lose. Descent was entertaining from the
moment I took it out of the box ... and, tell your
friends, it supports modem, network, and serial
hookups for two-player action. Any space blasters?
... I mean, takers out there? Prepare for Descent.
~~ The Saturn was the big news in May's Reality Bytes In
case you missed rt. Sega s latest and hotest game system and
the first among the next generation 32 bit+ platforms. has
arrived in Chicago The current shelf price is $399 and it
comes w ith a blockbuster pack-in -- V1rtua Fighter. The
controller Is an erght button thumb exerciser and the system is
currently completely CD-ROM based.

"The Shortest Distance between
You and Success is CLC !"

~ The Network for Organizations In Action (You can call It NOA) Is producing a comic
designed to show the evils of drugs and guns One of the most important facts is that the
characters are made by inner-city youth. who learn the mechanics of how a comic book Is
created and marketed. The Executive Director of NOA. Bruce Graham gave New Expression insight on NOA's beginnings and plans for the future
NOA began in February 1994. The comic book project . however. didn't take shape
until June 1994. Graham . a former private investrgator became interested after reading a
Chicago Tribune article about the rising gang violence. "If all of us just tried to find out what
we could do. maybe something could be done for the kids in the inner-crty.'

Why' Because CLC can p((pare you qwckly (or where
the new, well paymg posrtJons are..jobs that offer secumy,
promouons and the mdependence you're looking (or Can
you do rt' Ask any of the I,OOO's of successful CLC graduates' Our "Systems (or Success" makes all the difference.

~ Computer Learning Center

• Classes to fit your schedule • Short Term Courses
• Financial Aid(if qualified) • Placement Assistance
• Accredited by C.C.A.

Call (800) 577-4CLC
200 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago, IL 60604
" Advanced Programming Programs also available.•

Critical mass
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Teen fathers
Fatherhood is serious
business.
Unfortunately. Many
teen "fathers" run from
responsibility. saying "I'm
not married, the baby
didn 't come for me, I
don't have to be the
mother.· Or. "Just drop
the baby off once a
month."
That shows you the
difference between
daddies and fathers.
Anyone can be a father,
it takes a speciai person
to be a daddy. A daddy
takes care of his child
with love and financial
support; whereas. a
father's contribution
ends in making the
baby.
I have spoken to
many teen fathers and
here are some of their
thoughts:
Father one: "I have a
child who is going on
two. I don't see her that
much because the
mother and I don't get
along. so therefore I only
buy her clothes. As far
as spending time with
her, her mother takes
care of that."
Father two: "All my
baby does is c ry. c ry.
cry. I pick her up and
drop her right off at my
mother's house. I have
bought things for her.
but now I let my mother
do it all.
Father three: "Man . to
tell you the truth , I don't
know if I have kids. I
really don't care. There's
three females who claim
that I am the father. but
I'm not having it. "
Father four: "Right

now. I have three kids
and one I· m not sure
about. They' re all by
different girls. the eldest I
see sometimes, the
other two not hardly
anytime - but. I have
bought them outfits
before."
Father five: " I have a
little girl who means a lot
to me but I don't see her
that muc h because I
work and go to school
everyday. but I do make
sure she is strapped."
Father six: "I have a
two-year-old boy, and a
one week old boy. Right
now. the two year old is
living with me and the
one week old is with his
mother. I know what it
feels like to be responsible. I do everything.
wash his clothes. give
him baths, take him
outside, get him
dressed. feed him and
put him to sleep. Sometimes I get frustrated.
but I have help from my
moms. My girlfriend's on

Bannerman Foundation

Good Lovin' Gone Bad

her own for a while so
that's life."
As I spoke with teen
fathers. I got a lot of
negative reactions. some
avoided certain questions, some repeated the
same words over again ,
and some told the plain
and simple truth, "I don't
have to do anything. or
say anything I don't want
to."
As you can see, we
have some good teen
fathers and some who
really don 't know what
responsibility is all about.
Most of them felt that
being a father o nly
meant "buy c lothes for
the baby. "
If you are a teen father.
what does it mean to
you? Would you say yo u
are being responsible?
Tonisho Johnson,
St. Gregory

You 've met him , the pe rfect young man.
He 's nice, sweet and intelligent. You look
forward to seeing him each day from
across the classroom. At first, you' re
scared to speak to him and nervously turn
away when he looks in your direction.
Everyday, you practice words you'd like to
say, but they never come out at the right
moment. But, he beats you to the punch.
Since the Science Fair is right around the
corner ... and ... since you' ll have to
spend most weekends at the library ... he
asked if you would accompany him . Of
course you gave him a definite yes! Days
went by and you started to see a lot more
of John. He was everything you dreamed
he would be. You can't help but think of
that n ight. All you did was give your
friend Robert a hug. You didn't see any
harm in it. You just d idn't understand why
he, why he ...
Most abusive relationships do start off
good . But, as a m atter of fact, 12% of
fem a le h igh school student s w ill be physically, emotionally, or verbally abused.
Sa ra's Inn is a domestic violence
agency, serving Chicago's near and far
w estern s uburbs as w e ll as areas of the
c ity. The exec utiv e directo r, Joan
Rappaport, says the a gency is m ade up
of "a committed, enthusiast ic bo ard a nd
staff; a corps of v o lunteers w ho are dedicated to helping domestic violence su rvivors; and a broad spectrum of donors
w ho believe in w hat we do." Because of
these people, the agency has been
around for 14 years and running. If you'd
like to volunteer your services, please
contact Patricia Zuba for further information call (708)525-8060.
Beshanda Spencer, Von Steuben M.S.C.

See ya
next year
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So, it's summer time, and a lot of you are
wondering, "Just what the heck am I going to
do this summer?" Let's consider the options:
you can work, you can go to summer school,
you can play sports all summer and get all
sweaty and stuff, or you can sit around the
house and get fat and lazy. But, I bet none
of you considered this: you can sail on Lake
Michigan!
This fact (that someone wants to take you sailing this summer) is, according to
Edmond Gueringer, a veteran sailing instructor for the Rainbow Fleet, "the best
kept secret in Chicago." I know that some of you may be laughing at the idea
of sailing, but at least hear me out before you tune me out.
Sailing is a well respected sport. It is politically correct and environmentally
correct. And , the Rainbow Fleet exists soley to teach young kids how to sail they have been doing so since 1936. What's funny about this is even though
they have a rather old existence, nobody really knows about the Rainbow Fleet.
"They're like the step children of the Chicago Park District," says Gueringer.
Now, we city kids are so quick to call something boring , or say something is
for nerds, and we might even laugh at the people that participate in them , but
how will we know if we don't go? To quote Gueringer, "learning to sail allows a
person to take control of an invisible force, and make it do whatever you want it
to do." That's deep! And, that's the beauty of the whole th1ng ! For you k1ds
whose attention span and brain capacity is as small as your p1nky finger this
ain't for you. This sport appeals to the most intelligent of people. Now, on the
other hand, if you have a sense of adventure, and love water, the Rainbow Fleet
is for you . With three locations at Burnham Harbor, South Shore Beach, and
North Shore Beach, you can get in where you fit in.
Not only is sailing fun, it is beneficial. While speaking to Mr. Gueringer, 1 was
told of an instance where a student was in an interview to go to a selective high
school, and things were going pretty bad . But, when he began to talk about his
sailing experience, and the times he and his family had been sailing, that was
the determining factor of his acceptance. College admission officers as well as
employers see things like this on your list of hobbies, and they respect it. If any
of you are planning to pursue a career in the Army, Coast Guard, piloting, or
engineering, sailing is the recreation for you.
Then, there are the personal benefits. What can be better than sailing on the
lake on a nice summer evening with someone of the opposite sex , in their
bikini, or swimming trunks, man that's dope! For you ladies out there, think of
this, you may not be able to beat your male friends in basketball, but there is no
sexual preferences to this sport. Hey, but there's only so much I can tell you on
paper. If this doesn't interest you, then go ahead and do the same thing you do
every summer. Now, my advice to those of you who are interested is to you get
involved. So, potential captains and harbor brats out, contact one of the Rainbow Fleet's harbors today:

"Learning to sail allows a person to take control
of an invisible force, and make it do whatever you
want it to do."

"Let's consfder the options: you can work, you can
go to summer school, you can play sports all
summer and get sweaty and stuff, or you can sit
around the house and get fat and lazy.
-1 bet none of you considered this."

METROPOUTIAN WATER RECLAMATION DISTRICT
OF GREATER CHICAGO

SALUTES THE

CLASS
OF 1995
AND THE

FUTURE
LEADERS

North Shore Beach 742-7861
South Shore Beach 747-6629
Burnham Harbor 747-7684

OF CHICAGO.

Rodell Dawson, Von Stuben

Thomas S. Fuller
President/ Commissioner

GOOD LUCK!

Sensations of Realty
I see the pain in the eyes of another
My lover, My friend, My pal, My brother
I hear the gunshots fired through the silent clear night
while lying in bed I grasp my pillow in fright
I feel the sadness of children whose families they mourn
their broken aching hearts so tattered torn
I smell the blood of my people, shattered on the street
I began to run, I pick up my feet
I taste the saltiness in the bitter tears I cry
While I sit down thinking things over and asking myself why?

Whispers

We look Into the heavens
for something to separate our
past from our future and
reveal what,s cloaked between the stars.
We turn ears to the wind
listening for whispered messages
from the time glacier rivers
fed an ocean of Ice where
our houses now stand.
We search vaulted faces for
locked truths, keys missing.
We follow many trails but the
best are those we make ourselves.

Lekelsha McGee, Harlan H.S

Hikita Dixon_, Manley H.S

Cissell & Eble give Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville ...

"Two Very Big
Thumtis Up!"

Paranoia
Staring into an emptyspace
seeing nothing but the reflection of iny face
suddenly, I ge~ this feeling
I feel that I'm being stared upon.
A flaming hot sensation rushes to ·my head

It's as if their eyes were making a hole in my
skull.
I can't take it anymore
I must get up and confront ·them, tell them,

show them that this is not a great feeling.
But do I? No I just stay sitting in my seat
staring into an empty space
seeing nothing but the reflection of my.face.

Yvette PresberttLane Tech

uAnAwesome
Experience"

The latest Hollywood blockbuster?
No, they're talking about Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville.
Ben Cissell, freshman from
Chesterfield, Mo.: "Living on campus
has been an awesome experience for
me. I'm getting a great education, and
the price is right So I give SlUE a
big Thumbs Up."
Elizabeth Eble,freshmanfrom
Belleville, Ill.: ''The campus is lush
with greenery, yet it's close to St
Louis and its employment opportunities. I give SlUE Thumbs Up.
But to appreciate it, you must see
it for yourself."
SlUE also gets rave reviews from
Jennifer Campbell of Effingham,
Natasha Lang of Aurora, and other
students from all over Illinois.

Eble: uYou
Must See It"

Tolearn more

or arrange a
campus visit, call SlUE toll-free
in Illinois:

1-800-447-SlUE
(Askfor Amy)

8

Southern Illinois University at E dw ardsvi ll e

Write a leffer to your parents telling them something you've been wanting to tell them but never had the chance

Third Place

First Place

Second Place

Dear Mom,
Do you remember that glass container shaped
like a swan that .. . Well, let me say that your outfit
looks nice today! Well, I guess you remember that
I asked to borrow something from it, and you said
no. Well ... you see there was this large spaceship
that like ... well I might as well just tell you the truth .
Even though you said no, I still went to borrow it
after you left. When, I went to put it bock, I kind
urn ... pushed it too far back and couldn't reach it.
So, I was sliding it off, when I heard someone com ing. So, I looked away and it fell and broke to
pieces. So, I cleaned it up as fast as I could and I
put your stuff in with another container. But since
you didn't notice, no hard feelings, okay!
P.S. I found out it was my sister I heard coming!

Something that I wanted to tell my mother Dear Dad
Theres been something I've been
that I never told her before is that I hate her
dying to tell you. You're a cool guy,
sweet potato pie. She makes sweet potato
but sometimes when we're going places
pie every holiday and I eat it to make her
you can leave your cowboy boots at
feel good, but I think it really stinks. Every home. For one they make too much
holiday she says, "Quentin, how is the noise and the other thing is that their
pie?"' I say, "Just fine, Mom," but I really just not happening.
don't mean that. I really hate it, but she

Your son

really does make some good carmel cake.
Quentin Anderson

Sara Turkin ,Von Steuben

Untitled
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So Many q-unes in Love
Once in [ove
rr'wice in fove
%ree times never work§ in
[ove
you give a boy a[[ tlie
chances in tlie wor[d but it
never seems to fai[ in [ove.
%e one fata[ moment in [ove
is wliere tlie [ove ends and
tliere s no way to begin in
[ove wliat wi[[ a[ways end in
[ove.
fJ{jcoCe t.Bfair, Soutn Soutn

Kissing is a pleasure,
sex is a shame;
guys get the pleasure,
girls get the blame.
One night of loving,
nine months of pain,
three days in the hospital
with a baby to name.
The guys say you're
sweet,
the guys say you're fine,
but when you say you're
pregnant,
they say it's not mine.

K eep the wonder of prom night aglow, at The John Hancock
Observatory, in the Chicago sky above the Magnificent Mile.

tarting April 14, Friday and aturda nights prom

Sarah Anane

c?uples in formal wear can visit Tile Obserl'Otory for only
$3.00 a couple through June 30,1995. For more details visit
Cllicagoland Gingiss Formultl'ear stores.

THE HANCOCK

OBSERVATORY
R7~ IIJnrlh 1\llchtg,m \n•nut>, opt•n ll ,, rn ulmidni~ht , t•wn d;11
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with Marvin Patterson
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brother and want be like

WGCI held Its 4th An-

nual Music Seminar, "Making
It In The Music Industry." The
seminar is for people who are
planning a career in the music industry. Some of the hottest names in the industry
were on hand to answer
questions from potential music makers. At the seminar
were President of Laface
Records , L.A. Reid. He is, of
course, responsible for making Toni Braxton, TLC, and
Usher so successful. Recording artists, Brian McKnight,
Keith Sweat, Stephanie Mills,
Eddie Le vert, and Chicago
home jams Chantay Savage
and Sounds Of Life.
What is it with everyone going solo? Remember Tony Thompson, the lead vocalist of
Hi -Five? You know, they
made "I Like The Way (The

h•tm .

II

While I was in New
York, Ivisited Columbia/Epic
Records and guess who I met
... ? Well, I' ll tell you: Regina
Bell. I know she's coming out
with her album soon . I also
ran into 550/Epic artist Jon
B, who is produced by
Babyface.
Well, guys this is it,
after four-and-a -half years,
it's time for me to leave. First,
I wanna thank God, because
he knows me .
The
Billingtons, because they got
me interested in the media.
The New Expression family,
LL Cool J
Chantay Savage
thanks for your support. My
Sean
Levert,
little
brother
to
Kissing Game)," "I Can't called "Sexsational." It's defifamily who really cares about
Wait Another Minute," and nitely something you want to Gerald and son of Ojays me. My friends. You read"She's Playing Hard To Get." check out. His single "I member Eddie Levert, is ers. Raymond Boyd for helpWell, anyway, this brother Wanna A Love Like That" is showing a different side of ing with my contacts, Cathy
has a slammin' debut album an up-tempo tune that you the Levert family, with his de- Carroll, Cythia Johnson,
can groove to. "I'll Be Your but album on Atlantic Records Regina Daniels (for being
Slave" is a nasty single that "The Other Side." Sean, real) and all of the publicists
will also help you get your who's a party man, represents and regional promotional
groove on. Tony also did a what the young people are mangers that I've known
remake of Stevie Wonder's into. When asked how it felt along with their artists, thank
Bring this ad
in and get
"My Cherrie Amore." Tony working with Gerald, Sean you and God Bless.
10% off.
told me that although it was answered, "He's impatient
scary not being with the other with me .. . I guess because
members of Hi -Five, it feels he knows what I'm capable
of doing . But, I love my
great going solo.

~regnant?
~Caring answ~rs, now.
or think you are? ChicagoCan- hu
answeB whe n you need them most - in
a ~. confidential atmoaphere.
We oiTer free prepaaay teeta- no appointment
necessary, call 24 hours a day; epecial teen aen'ices; confident tal counseling; inform-.tioa on abortion optione; ·
llftd more. We are he re to
~
help you. Call Ul today.
CHICA
./7 red
~c-.....

"' ""
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Orr H.S. students air concerns about midnight basketball league
Should Orr H1gh School continue to have a m1dnight basketball program? That question was
discussed with Henry Clark and others, one of the top administrators of the program. He said,
"The program is not geared towards high school students. The hours are late and they have a
curfew." The hours are from 10:00 p.m. to 2:00a.m. and schools and Park D1strict gyms do not
stay open that late (current Park District hours are 2:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m).
Clark was asked about the requirements for the program. He stated, "Only the age limit,
~·-ich is between 17-27. Only a few teenagers part1c1pate in the program." Clark states that
the program IS geared towards gettmg young adults
off t :1e street, but it should be geared towards high
schooi JUniors and sen~ors.
The final question asked centered around funding for the program. Clark stated that they'll take any
clcn:;t!ons, but he money mamly comes from pnvate
funds. Since th: cnme bill was passed, the program
oiso receives money from the government.
Other peorle " IPre asked the1r op1n1ons. Orr
basketball Coach McCaskill states, "The program
should,'t be at m'.:':'.gh~. !..J~ should be at 5:30 a m to
7:30 a.rr.. The r~:!;; fccus of the program IS to save or
mfluence as many high school students as poss1ble 1n a
positive way. Th"' !')rogram also needs a strong staff.
We have :JOt to address the economic 1ssues of the
comml1nity to sc've p'oblems. 11
Nakia Bland, a :enior at Orr, says, "I thmk 1t
v.oulo be a gooo 1dea, because 1t would stop most of
the vioience."
Knutha Weekly, a JUniOr at Orr, says, "I think
1t'· ~.... ~ tccau:e ·t w1ll keep a lot of ktds off the streets
like me."
Tim Mttchell, a senior at Orr, says, "No, I don' t thtnk so t Thts school does not have
enough money for it. 11
Lester Watson, a sen~or at Orr, says, "There's a good stde and a bad stde to tt. But 1t
could be prosperous and !Jusitive for youths."
Sylina Williams, a sentor at Orr, says, "Yes, to get young people off the street. And, only
if '.:hey have a good staff."
Qeauna Thompson, a senror at Orr, says, "Yes, because it gives the kids something to do
and somewhere to go."
Patricta Holmes, a senior at Orr, says, "No, I thtnk 10:00 p.m. 1s too late for chtldren to be
outside."
Katherine James, a juntor at Orr, says, "Yes, because most places don't allow 1t at the1r
school. Our school should."
I really think it's a good solut1on to have the program at school. Basketball 1s not gomg
to solve the problem of violence, but 1t will get the teenagers off the streets. The program
should also be in the park. And, it should include counselors, because our generat1on needs
someone to point us in the right d1rect1on. And, what about a g1rls program to get them off the
streets? The answer is definitely yes.
Roman Morrow, Orr

1996 GRADUATES - WHERE Will YOU GET
INFORMATION ON COLlEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
IF CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS STRIKE?
let the staff of Career Mechanics ossist you 1n--~~lll!!!l--~]
selectmg the school that fils your
academic/career goals, your lifestyle
and your budget!
• College/university applications
• Scholarship mformation
• Onei>!Klne academiC/wreer counseling
• Direct wntact w1th college/university admiss1ons representahves
• Referrol to education and scholarship organizohons
• Avariety of workshops- ACT/SAT prep, study/tesHoking prep skills,
and a whole lot more.

Career Methanits Ltd.
500 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 1920
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 497·4471
Helping Families Become Informed Educational Consumers
Ayudando Familias En lnfarmorse De Opportunidades Educotivos
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NBA DRAFT PREVIEW
As the NBA draft approaches, there are many questions to be answered.
With the announcement that college notables Jerry Stackhouse,
Rasheed Wallace, Corl1ss
Williamson Scotty Thurman and
Joe Sm1th will be commg out to
take part 1n the June 28th draft
many teams will be look1ng for
Instant success.
The Golden State Warnors
beat the odds and took the
league's number one p1ck from
the Los Angeles Chppers, (last
seasons worst team, w1th a
record of seventeen wms and
Sixty-five losses) The Ch1cago
Bulls, who m1ght be look1ng to
trade All-Star for.vard Scottie
P1ppen, are also loo 1ng for someone to I II that big hole 1n the center postlort.
Those m1serable M,nnesota T\'/olves also need a center to round out a very
young nucleus.
W1ih his "A1rness" MICha~l Jordan tJack in the lineup. the Chicago Bu!ls also
need a poy,er forward to comphmentthe1r team. The power forward spot was
the only th1ng keepmg the Bulls from celebrating a fourt.'l champtOOshlp. Tom
Kukoc could not hold h1s own against the b1gger and stronger power players m
the Eastem Conference. The name that comes to most Ch1cagoan s m1nds IS
Anthony Mason, the New York Kn~eks free agent Mason does not necessanly
have the s1ze, but, he does have the speed and strength to make the Bulls a
contender Jerry Krause IS not known for going after the pnze but, rf the Bulls
are gomg to compete, he'll need Mason on the payroll
The ohzens of Ne.v York are becommg restless -they wonder rf the1r Knicks.
after failing to bnng a bile to the crty. can transcend the petty differences that
plagued them dunng tha 94-95 season Experts around the league are begtnnino to quc.;uon thPir umtv and att1tude as the oft-season begms John Starks
drew the 1re of h1s teammates wh1le they were 1n the m1ddle of thllir first round
senes agamst the Cleveland Cavaliers Perhaps, th1s could have been the year
of the Kmcks rf not for team LurTnoll
The NBAs new expansron franchises the Toronto Raptors and Vancouver
Gnuhes, may be headed for greatness rf they follow the lead of the Orlando
Mag1c. Of course, that's a btg
because the MagiC had the luck to get two
number-one draft p1cks 1n consecutiVe years (allowing them to draft Shaquille
O'Neal and Anfemee Hardaway). The NBA Draft, like poker, IS all about shuf·
fl1ng, dealing, and bettmg, let's srt back and sea who wrns th1s year's pot.
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I SAY THEY'RE SLUTS!

Ho, slut, tramp, hoochie ....
Whatever you want to call it, no woman would
appreciate being addressed by either term and no LADY
would intentionally put herself in a position to be labeled
as such. It's amazing that at a time when so many women
protest the sexist images and stereotypes, there are still
women who display themselves as sex tools. For example, highly acclaimed actress Sharon Stone's film characters have always been sex driven maniacs or manipulative bimbo's. Many have argued that it's only a character, and some believe it's just a job: a means of getting
paid. BUT, EXCUSE ME. You shouldn't have to overexpose yourself to "get paid." Women in these positions
have a lot more power than they probably realize or would
like to acknowledge. And whether they care to admit it,
they set examples, even it's only one person that they've
influenced. These women should take on more respectful roles. Just because you can
act promiscuous doesn't make you sexy; it makes you seem cheap. So, my point is, if
you're a woman, you deserve and should demand respect just like everyone else. But
how can you expect respect if you have none for yourself?

Billye Rhodes, Whitney Young

NORTHWESTERN BUSINE
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OUT!
THEY'RE SEX SYMBOLS!
CHILL

Hey people! Why do we label sexy women in movies Sluts?
For example, Sharon Stone has been labelled
a "studio hoe" because of her roles in Basic Instinct
and Sliver. Some people find the sex scenes to be
too explicit. I say that
the roles she plays are
very sexy and sensual.
She is a sex symbol,
rather than a Slut. She
represents a woman's
sexuality and if you
can 't handle that then
don't watch the films.
Besides, her characters
on film do not reflect
her personality. It ' s
called acting. And, even though it may seem as if all
the movies she plays 1n have erotic love scenes, the
scenes usually fit the character she portrays. Stone's
image sells the movie. She symbolizes a sexy woman
who expresses her sexuality openly, without shame.
In Jason's Lyric, Jada Pinkett and Allan Paine share
a pretty heated love scene. However, I don't consider them to be sluts, because the sex scene added
a lot of emotion to the film. It was very intense and
moving. I see nothing wrong with women expressing
their sexuality on screen. Get with the picture-sex
sells. You may argue that they portray women as
being easy, but that is not true. They portray women
as independent and controlled. They know exactly
what they want and they are not afraid to get it.
Remember, Jason's Lyric and Basic Instinct were box
office hits.
"Any Time and Any Place" by Janet Jackson contains lyrics that suggest she would have sex whenever
the mood took her. Just because she sings about this
does not mean that her music reflects her personality. Janet's album is a number one seller because
her sexuality sells and her music is good .
We should not label women who use their sensuality to appeal to the public Sluts because they are
not. If they offend you, then you have the right to
turn off the screen or radio without the risk of someone labeling you a close-minded traditionalist. They
likewise have the right to do sexy scenes or sing sexy
lyrics without the risk of being called a Slut. They are
women that are fully in control of their sex appeal
and they wisely use it to their advantage. They are
sex symbols.
Shena Ponder,Whitney Young
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NE photographers Sandy Struglinskl and James Shu1oid take their tum in front of the camera. If you're
71v
• • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - interested in being in front of the camera, as in acting and modeling, check out the story below.
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Ughts... camera...actJonl
Remember Michael
Jackson's "Jam" video? Or,
maybe you remember Anna
Chlumsky who starred in "My
Girl?" Well, the people who
were in the video and Anna
Chlumsky are just a few of the
people who were helped
along the road to stardom by
Dan Chambliss
Chambliss is a casting
director who helps find people
for videos, movies, and plays.
His most recent projects in·
elude Beauty Shop 3 and a
cable documenary called
"Native Son." Music videos he
has cast include those done by
Slick Boys and 20 Fingers
a.k.a the girl who sings the
song "Don't Want No Short
Man." Did you know all of the
men who modeled in that
video came from Chicago?
Chambliss says he is
looking for "ready, reliable,
and real people." In other
words, you need to be on time.
No experience is required .
The only other thing you need
to do is be yourself, whether
you sing dance, act or even
recite poetry
Talent will be p01dl If
you want a shot at stardom on
the big screen send your re·
sume and pictures to:
Chamblrss Casting P 0 Bo
4519 , Chrcago Illinois
60680-4519.
Amanda Veazley
Whitney Yol'ng
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He 's the Redd Foxx of the 90's. His wit, charm, and c omedic
style truly make him a class a ct. No w, New Expression brings you an
exclusive interview with
Bernie Mac.

NE: What made you pursue a c areer In comedy?
MAC: When I was 4 years
ald. I knew that I wanted
to be a c omedian fro m
doing impressions of my
family and peers. I used to
tell my teac hers. The y'd
say, "Wha t to do w ant to
be when you g row up ?·
Everybo dy else would say
a doctor. a lawyer. a
school teacher I sa id a
comedia n They la ug hed
a nd said you a in't gonna
be a c omedian Bec a use
those are unrealistic goa ls
for b lacks. If you say a
p olicema n or a doctor
tha t's easily accepted
But If vou say a n a rtist. director or SCientist they say.
ma n. you're a fool I personally feel nothing IS unrea listic

......

..

.

killed, you must have d o ne something . If you sho t somebod y. you we re blackballed . We considered peop le
with guns p unks. They were weak.

NE: Does Chica go have it's own style of com edy?
MAC: Somewhat. Chicago has much to offer with comedy. Some of the great c omedians in h1story were
fro m Chic ago like Richard Pryor. Dick Gregory. Moms Mobley. Pig Meat Markham . a nd Red d Fox:x.
NE: You have a nightclub now How is that going for you? And what made you decide to ta ke on a bus1ness
at this point in your career?
MAC: Me being on the rood for 8 years. 5 years really strong. We
oil b urn o ut. l needed to challenge myself I don' t hove on ego, but
I ho ve p rid e So I sa1d to myself. I said. self. you need to go bock to
the basics. I didn't want to lose the pureness of dealing with people,
so I went bock to the n1ghtclub
NE: You've been tok1ng on o lot of actrng roles recently Are you
straying away from stand-up? Wh1ch do you feel more comfortable
doing?
MAC: I've been doing 1t all my ltfe. acting and comedy It's hard
work. I'm never leav1ng comedy, because I' m always go1ng to
affiliate myself beh1nd the scenes But I'd like to get o couple o f
mov1es 1n, so I c on see my family more .

Bernie Mac

NE: What were same ma jor o b sta cles that you had to overcome pnor
to your suc c ess?
MAC: Persona lly, the loss of my entire fa mily be1ng dark (complected)
and confidence It g ot so bad tha t I got self consc1ous about it.
Professionally, I knew tha t I w a s ta lented from dong assemblies (1n
school) tne cla ss aiways relied on me to do the work I never had any
proble•ns being on po1nt When my mom died. I cha nged 1stop pe:u
fighting. My grandmother said. "You have to leam to fight w ith your
nead . not your fists. Onc e you 19arn that. you' ll be a dangerous :na n.
Da ngerous 1n a positive sense where you c a n help a nd motivate
people. That's why you are here ·
NE: Yo u are originally from Chicago' s southside What was gro wing up
1n this city like back in the day?
MAC: It was rougher then. because opportunities were not there We
were ba lled-up 1n knots.There were rules back then. The new jacks have
no rules. Just drugs and gangbang1ng . Brothers were tighter back then.
There wasn't a ll this killing . We were thumping back then If you got

NE: In the mov1e Friday. wh1ch rs in theaters now. you ploy the
preacher Cleaver What attrac ted you to th1s port? Are there
anymore mo v1es 1n the wo rks fo r you?
MAC: Yes. I hove 4 o r 5 more mov1es rn the works (that I'm really in
the mov1e) Ice Cube a sked a nd I sa1d yes.lt I c an help you o ut sure
My schedule was hectic. b ut I sa1d yes. I'm proud o f Ice Cube and
the mov1e He's do1ng real well. They wrote the port just for me
NE: What do you lrke to do when you' re not work1ng?
MAC: I like to Iough. People make me Iough. I like o eat tolk1ng w1th my family, golf. watch1ng Nand
vrdeo's I just like to hove tun.
NE: hav'3 you ever told JOkes abo ut your family thor mode them mod?
MAC: Yep ! They're mod at me n0w
NE: What son your menu for the upcoming year?
MAC: I m still touring and will hove 4 movies com1ng out. One of the movies 'Rea sons: wa s shot in Chrcogo
and w111 be out 1n the to ll I a lso hove plans 1n the works with HBO to do my Tuesday nrghts show here in
Ch1cog o .
NE: Wha t advice would you give to an up a nd coming comed1o n about the busrness and ma k1ng it?
MAC: Believe 1n yourself, study your act apply yourself don' t listen to a nybody else a nd be legit!

Roman Morrow,Orr
Photos by Paul Price,Jr. South Shore
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Brown, and Dick Gregory) to
work, virtually, for free?' They
finally said yes."
Being a Hollywood actor is
very difficult, especially being
a black actor. Mario says that
actors go through four stages:
"There's, ' Mario who?' Then,
'Get me Mario'. Then, 'Get me
a young Mario'. Then, ' Mario
who?'" Being a director isn't
very stable either. "My father
wanted to be a director and his
first stop was Columbia Pictures. They said to him, 'We
don't need any elevator operators.' My dad said again, 'No,
I said I want to be a movie
director.' And they said, We
don't need any elevator operators."
Remember to check Panther out while it's in the theatre.
It's a story America needs to
hear. And as Mario said, "I'm
scared fu,.. !~1e future if we don't
corr.ro~u nicat::)."

Panther director, Mario Van Peebles

Panther, starring Kadeem
Hardison, was directed by Mario
Van Peebles. In an exclusive
New Expression interview, Van
Peebles related the twin struggles
of the Black Panther Party and
his Hollywood struggle to get
their story told.
In the film, the Panther
movement that is usually associated with violence and force is
put in another light. According
to the movie, the FBI and other
US agencies flooded the "hood"
with a surplus of drugs and
alcohol in order to wipe out the
self-reliance the Panthers were
building in the black community.
New Expression's interview begins where Panther ends
-with America's involvement
in drug trafficking. "My dad
has a theory called the garden
theory," says Mario . 'Weeds
grow in the garden . If we don't
uproot or pick them and just turn
our backs on them, they will
grow. Someone would ask, ' I
don't see any poppy fields or
gun or drug factories so how do
the drugs get there?' Drug deal-

ers come in and they deal with
the kids . This causes generation after generation to become
addicts, because they are overlooked ."
As a result of addressing these controversial issues
Mario says, "There have been
some real angry right wing
groups threatening and calling
me, and telling me they're going to shut the movie down."
Which would mean all of
Mario's hard work going to
waste.
"Panther is the toughest
movie I've done," he said. "I
went to Hollywood with the
Panther story and they said that
they would have to make it a
mainstream picture. I said
'What do you mean by mainstream?' And they said 'Well ,
we know that the Native Americans were given blankets with
smallpox, but nobody's going
to watch a movie about Native
Americans unless it's got Kevin
Kastner in it ... We know that
Kung Fu and the marshal arts
were invented by the Chinese,
but the Karate kid isn't going to

be a Chinese kid .' I was really
surprised when they broke it
down like that, in those words.
Then they said, '\Vhy not make
one of the leading Panthers
white because they had a lot of
white support.' I said, ' No, I
don't think so.' So they said,
'Why not make it a story about
a cool college student, someone like Brad Pitt, who doesn't
like the way blacks are treated
so he gives them some pamphlets and they get inspired
from what they read and start
the Black Panthers.' We didn't
want to do it that way so the
script stayed on the shelf for
five years ."
"After I made New Jack
City and Posse and those made
the studio some money, I suggested Panther again and they
said, 'How about another shootem up in the hood-you people
love movies about the hood.' I
said,'HowaboutPanther?' And
they said ' How much would it
cost?' I said, 'Well, Malcolm X
cost 35 million and JFK cost
between 12-15 million, so how
about 15?' They said, 'No
that's too much.' I said, 'How

about 10 ." They said, 'No,
that's too much .' When I said,
'How about 9 and we get all
these great actors (like Angela
Bassett, Chris Rock, Bobby
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Usher!
Most g1rls would flip at the chance to meet
Usher, one of today's hottest R&B s1ngers
The sultry vo1ce. the sexy black clothing,
the sunglasses, and of course the beaut1ful
smile would cause the most disagreeable
person to warm to his winnmg personality
And what is all this leading up to? An exclusive mterv1ew with Usher Rayond. conducted by yours truly New Expression's
roving reporter Adnenne Samuels
The powers-that-be allowed me to catch
up with Usher wh1le he was at h1s god-brothers house 1n Atlanta, Georg1a Though I Interrupted h1m from a good game of one-onone basketball, he still was a sport and
talked to me at length about h1s career and
other top1cs
But f1rst thmgs hrst, I had to know 1f he had
a g1rlfnend .
"Yes: he sa1d. " . and her name IS Entertainment I wake up w1th her 1n the morn1ng
and I go to bed w1th her at mght."
But on the serious tip, Usher says he IS
too busy for a girlfriend just now He is trying to establish his longevity in the music
Usher Raymond and LaFace/Arista Records president, LA. Reid.
field and 1t requires all of h1s attent1on In
the event that he does hook up with someone 1n the near future, he has high expectations for a mate
"It takes a lot of time to fall in love. I want her to respect herself and respect me," he sa1d "That way,
I can respect her."
Ladies, Usher is a 16 year-old Libra, born on October 14, 1978 He was ra1sed 1n Chattanooga.
Tennessee and got his singmg career started in the church cho1r (where h1s mother was the director),
when he was 12. From then on, his story reads like a fa1ry tale
He was discovered in a talent show by one of the music industnes hottest producers, L A. Re1d After
which, he was asked to sing in front of Babyface on the spot. Now he IS toppmg the charts w1th h1s
funky love song, "Think of You ."
He gets his inspiration from a lot of older balladeers and groups like Earth, Wmd , and F1re, Marv1n
Gaye, Jackie Wilson, and Bobby Brown.
"I love the Whispers. If they can do it, I can do it. I look up to them," Usher sa1d "And hopefully they
can help me in the future."
He realizes the importance of hav1ng a mentor someone to look up to. Thus, Usher tnes to be a
positive role model for all the kids who inevitably look up to him
"I get a lot of fan mail and they all say that they're my number one fan," he sa1d "(It's JUSt that)
sometimes I have to watch what I do and say."
And Usher is doing and saying a whole lot. Check th1s. he has plans to get 1nto act1ng, wntmg, and
theater. But his number one priority IS h1s music. A typ1cal day for him seems to cons1st of non-stop
running around.
"In between vocal lessons, tutonng (yes, he's a JUnior 1n h1gh school), and shows," he says "I don't
have much time. But when I do have t1me, I like to play ball."
But back to the shows, just what is his most embarrass1ng moment?
"When l fell off the stage wh1le performing w1th Brownstone," he sa1d "The spotlights got me messed
up." And last but not least, we talked about the infamous concert held at Whitney Young H1gh School1n
April.
"They gave me much love," sa1d Usher. "The guys, they kinda booed But it makes me work that
much harder- seeing people like that."
Is he eve~ coming back to Chi-town?
"Yes," he said.
And he is coming back for more than a concert. Earlier in the conversat1on, I challenged h1m to a
game of B-ball and three rounds of Mortal Kombat 3. No young man can ever turn down a challenge at
MK3, especially one offered by a mere girl. I'm sure he'll look me up.
By Adrienne Samuels, Morgan Park

Janet Jackson
At the 1995 Essence Awards.
Essence Magazine. as port of
its 25th anniversary celebration.
paid tribute to both African
American women and men for
the first time.
The event was held at the
Madison Square Gorden Paramount Theater in New York City
and videotaped for prime-time
television on Fox. Six outstanding African Americans were
honored for their significant
contributions to their communities. their country and the

world. This year's Award recipients were:
• Kathryn Hall. founder of the
Birthing Project. on organization
that pairs coring professional
women with young. disadvantaged • little sisters" for psychological and emotional assistance throughout their pregnancies and during the baby's
first year.
• Janet Jackson. one of the
world's top performers and the
first artist in music history to
place seven top five singles

Tyra Banks
from one album on the Billboard
pop chart. Lost year. Janet also
donated the proceeds of a
two-day New York City concert
to the Rwandan relief effort.
• Zoe Jefferson London.
a low school student who. at
age 2 1. began a remarkable
quest to transform her 12 yearold cousin from a victim to a victor.
• MAD DADS. Inc .. a group of
fathers. ministe rs. teachers. and
laymen who hove accepted
the challenge of reclaiming the

lives of young block men in
their community.
• General Colin L. Powell. the
former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Stoff and military
leader during the Gulf War.
• Stevie Wonder. the master
musician whose blindness has
given him a singular vision to
match his brilliant artistry.
Throughout Stevie's 30 yearcareer. he has sold more than
70 million LPs and has earned
17 Grommy Awards. as well as
on Oscar.

Youth Communication• 70 E. Lake St.• Chicago, IL 60601

Celebrity performers and presenters at this year's ceremony
included Michael Bolton, Toni
Broxton. Bill Cosby, Des'ree.
Lawrence Fishburne. Samuel L.
Jackso n . Eddie & Gerold
Levert. Jane Pauley, Jodo
Pinkett. Salt 'N' Pepo . Jon
Secodo. Will Smith. Oprah
Winfrey. and co-hosts B. B. King.
Sinbod. and Natalie Cole.
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